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The electronic structure of polyhex carbon tori
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The p-orbital electronic structure of polyhex carbon tori constructed from bent individual
single-wall nanotubes is investigated within the tight-binding approach. Analytical solutions for tori
from nanotubes of arbitrary radius, length, chirality, and twisting angle are derived using simple
geometrical and band-structure arguments. Vanishing of the gap between highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals for a torus imposes divisibility by 3 on the indices of chiral
and twisting vectors, which translates into one graph-theoretical condition: a metallic polyhex torus
is constructible as a leapfrog transformation of a smaller polyhex torus. ©2000 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70408-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes can be organized to form circu
structures,1–3 though whether as perfect tori1 or coiled ropes
of single-walled carbon nanotubes~SWCN!3 is under debate
Nevertheless, toroidal carbon structures are topologic
possible, and are local minima on the potential surface4,5

Proposals for toroidal structures were made soon after
discovery of carbon nanotubes in 1991~Ref. 6! and it was
suggested that strain energy could be reduced by inse
equal numbers of pentagonal and heptagonal defects a
external and internal equatorial circuits, respectively.4,7 The
resulting tori would be polygonal if the number of defects
small, and early members of the series have radii of cur
ture down to a few nanometers.5,8,9 Pentagon–heptagon to
can be given a more circular appearance by incorporatio
a sufficient number of nonhexagonal rings. Circular ‘‘pol
hex’’ tori can be obtained by uniform buckling of a suffi
ciently large single nanotube and connection of its t
ends.10 These ‘‘elastic’’ tori can form locally stable struc
tures only beyond a critical radius of curvature, when
gain of covalent energy from the saturation of dangli
bonds of the open nanotube exceeds the strain induced b
bending. A simple estimate of these two energies shows
the critical radius of an elastic torus made from a (10,1
nanotube is approximately 100 nm,9 close to the limit found
in experiment.

As prototypes of molecular nanoscale rings, toroid
nanotubes have recently attracted attention in connec
with their magnetic properties. In addition to the well unde
stood large diamagnetic response that scales with
area,8,9 a purely ‘‘toroidal’’ property, the anapole magnet
moment, is predicted.11 Aharonov–Bohm oscillations o
electronic structure12 and persistent currents13 in toroidal car-
bon nanotubes have also been investigated theoretically

Although less favorable energetically for small diam
eters, polyhex tori resemble~in size and shape! the observed
circular ropes. Kirbyet al.10 published a seminal article
which addressed the eigenvalue problem in polyhex tori,
4270021-9606/2000/112(9)/4271/8/$17.00
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gave a partial analytical solution in terms of a canonical c
struction of tori from patches of the graphite sheet. La
investigations, employing the concept of reciprocal spa
were limited to tori from untwisted nanotubes containing
integer number of translational units.9,12 However, the nano-
tubes in a rope are often observed to be twisted.@To avoid
confusion in the case when nanotubes have intrinsic chira
~as do all tubes apart from the special ‘‘armchair’’ and ‘‘zi
zag’’ classes!,14 note that ‘‘twist’’ here means an additiona
physical distortion caused by external forces.# Such twists
have important topological consequences for toroidal na
tubes since the process of construction can~and sometimes
must! introduce an offset at the place where the two en
meet. Any tube can close into a torus if supplied with
appropriate twist in this sense.

In the present article thep-orbital electronic structure o
polyhex carbon tori of fully general form is investigate
within the tight-binding approximation. The analytical sol
tion for the spectrum will be described in terms of the ma
ping of the carbon network of a torus onto the graphite l
tice. The zone-folding procedure used earlier for SWCN14 is
first reviewed~Sec. II! and then adapted to the toroidal ca
~Sec. III!. Connections between the zone-folding picture a
regularities in the spectrum are established~Sec. IV! and
used to derive a criterion for metallicity~Sec. V!. A specific
example is given in Sec. VI. Finally, Sec. VII discusses fu
ther generalizations and conclusions.

II. p-ELECTRON STATES OF AN INFINITE SINGLE-
WALLED CARBON NANOTUBE

Consider the infinite graphite sheet. It can be genera
by applying translations,t5na11ma2 , wheren and m are
integers anda1 and a2 are unit vectors, to a unit cell tha
contains two carbon atoms joined by a bond of lengthr CC

@Fig. 1~a!#. The reciprocal lattice is constructed with un
vectorsb1 and b2 , derived froma1 and a2 in the standard
way.15,16 In the Cartesian (x,y) coordinate system of Fig
1~a! these vectors are given by
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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a15aS)2 ,
1

2D ,

a25aS)2 ,2
1

2D ,

~1!

b15
2p

a S 1

)
,1D ,

b25
2p

a S 1

)
,21D ,

wherea5a15a25)r CC'1.423) Å. The unit cell in re-
ciprocal space corresponds to the first Brillouin zone whi
by the Wigner–Seitz construction,15,16 is a regular hexagon
@Fig. 1~b!#. The vectors confined by this zone@the k vectors
(kx ,ky)# correspond to irreducible representations of
translation group of the graphite lattice with

2
2p

)a
,kx<

2p

)a
,

~2!

2
4p

3a
,ky<

4p

3a
.

The p-electron orbitals are carbon 2pz orbitals projecting
perpendicularly from the plane of the sheet. Within the tig
binding approximation, thep-electron band structure is
textbook example17 but must be revisited briefly since
forms the basis for the subsequent toroidal case.

FIG. 1. ~a! a1 and a2 are unit vectors and bold sites1 and 2 denote two
carbon atoms of the graphite’s unit cell. The fine line delineates the s
corresponding to an unrolled~3,2! nanotube and the dashed line shows
periodic repetition.~b! The first Brillouin zone of a graphite sheet.b1 andb2

are unit vectors of the reciprocal lattice corresponding toa1 anda2 . Parallel
lines correspond to ‘‘allowed’’k-states in a~3,2! nanotube.
,

e

-

e

p-electron wave functions that correspond to an irreduci
representationk of the translation group~the band orbitals!
are

umk&5cmk
1 uk&11cmk

2 uk&2 , ~3!

where

uk&15
1

AN
(

t
eiktut&1 ,

~4!

uk&25
1

AN
(

t
eiktut&2 ,

N is the number of unit cells,m is an index distinguishing the
two bands,ut&n (n51,2) is a 2pz orbital centered on atomn
of the unit cellt, andcmk

1 andcmk
2 are mixing coefficients.

These coefficients and the corresponding eigenva
Emk ~the band energies! are found by diagonalizing 232
blocks of the tight-binding matrix

1^ku

2^ku

uk&1 uk&2

S a hkb

hk* b a D , ~5!

wherea is the energy of the electron in a noninteracting 2pz

atomic orbital,b is the transfer integral between neare
neighbor 2pz orbitals on directly bonded atoms separated
r CC, andhk is thek-dependent dimensionless integral

hk5~112e2 ikxa)/2 cos~kya/2!!. ~6!

As in simple Hückel theory of molecularp-systems, the en-
ergies are most naturally defined on a scale witha as origin
andb as unit. Diagonalization of~5! then gives

Emk5a1lmkb, ~7!

with

lmk56S 114 cos
kya

2
cos
)kxa

2
14 cos2

kya

2 D 1/2

. ~8!

The eigenvector coefficients are

cmk
1 56

1

&

hk

uhku
,

~9!

cmk
2 5

1

&
.

In Eq. ~8! the signs refer to the two different bands~6 for
m51,2! and the band energies for a givenk are symmetric
with respect to the zero of the energy, as eigenvalues
bipartite graph. For graphite,everypoint (kx ,ky) within the
Brillouin zone corresponds to an allowed pair of band en
gies and orbitals.

The electronic structure of a general single-walled na
tube is obtained by introducing appropriate boundary con
tions, determined by the geometric relation of the tube a
the infinite sheet: if a nanotube is cut parallel to its long a
and unrolled, a strip of graphite is obtained@Fig. 1~a!#. The
chiral vector Ch ,14 perpendicular to the axis of the tube
shows how the edges of the strip are to be connected in

ip
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nanotube. A rotation by 2p of the nanotube around its ax
corresponds to translation of the strip byCh on the sheet. In
other words, the graphite sheet is tessellated by periodic
etitions of the strip, implying that thep-orbitals of the nano-
tube coincide with the band-orbitals of the graphite sheet
are periodic with respect to translations by the chiral vec
It follows from Eq. ~3! that the latter condition is obeyed i

Ch•k5Ch kC52p l n , ~10!

where l n is an integer, thenanotube line index. The dashed
line in Fig. 1~b! shows the direction ofkC : it makes the same
angleu5arctan((n2m)/)(n1m)) as the vectorCh5(n,m)
does with thex-direction. As there are no additional restri
tions on components perpendicular toCh , the k vectors rel-
evant to the nanotube are therefore given by parallel stra
lines, perpendicular to the dashed line and intersecting
points spaced by 2p/(n21m21nm)1/2, according to Eq.
~10!. Sincek50 satisfies this equation, one of the lines w
pass through the origin of the Brillouin zone. The electro
structure is thus described by the same solutions as in
case of graphite. However, now the summation in Eq.~3!
runs over unit cells of the periodic nanotube confined by
boundaries of the strip@Fig. 1~a!# and the normalization fac
tor corresponds to the number of these unit cells. The pro
dure as described is a version of the zone-folding techni
already applied to nanotubes.18–20

It should be pointed out that the present treatment
glects the influence of distortions of the carbon network
the transfer integrals, which in principle are subject tos/p
interaction induced by curvature, physical twisting, etc.
the p-only tight-binding approximation, only the graph o
connections is considered, and all energies are function
the eigenvalues of its~infinite! adjacency matrix. This topo
logical level of approximation reproduces the main details
the electronic density of states in nanotubes.21 In the next
section we will use the same approximation for the treatm
of polyhex carbon tori.

III. p-ORBITALS ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF
POLYHEX CARBON TORI

Polyhex tori can be considered as deriving from fin
segments of single-walled nanotubes, cut by a pair of pla
perpendicular to the long axis and then reconnected. U
mately the tori derive from the hexagonal graphite sheet b
process of cutting and pasting. Several constructions ap
in the mathematical and chemical literature~e.g., Refs. 10,
22, 23! and all rely on the equivalence of the surface of t
torus to a planar parallelogram whose opposite edges h
been identified~Scheme I!.

The naive construction used below takes a parallelogr
shaped patch of hexagons defined by two general lattice
tors, and thus appears to require four independent inte
parameters; in fact, the patch can always be chosen in su
p-
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way as to make one of the four integers vanish. One sch
for doing this is elaborated by Kirbyet al.10 An equivalent
scheme with a rigorous canonicalization procedure is gi
by Negami.22

Negami works with the dual of the graphite lattice, th
equilateral triangulation of the plane, but in terms of t
hexagonal lattice his coding of the polyhex torusT(p,q,r )
can be stated as follows: draw a parallelogram with corn
at hexagon centers and adjacent edgespa1, ra2 parallel to
the basis vectorsa1 , a2 , respectively; roll up to form a cyl-
inder with its axis parallel toa1 by identifying pointsaa1 and
aa11ra2 ; now glue the ends of the cylinder butwith an
offset, 0<q,p, so that the boundary pointba2 is identified
with pa11b8a2 where b2b8[q(modp). Reversing the
process, any given polyhex torus can be assigned up to
different sets of parameters, depending on the way the
are chosen, but all reduce to a canonical code on applica
of simple modular arithmetic. In the construction devised
Kirby et al., a general angle is allowed between thea1 edge
and its neighbor, and a number of subsidiary conditions
canonicalization are proposed.10 For the present purpose it i
easier to work in the redundant four-parameter representa
where opposite edges are joined smoothly without any off
The equivalent Negami or Kirby code can always be fou

Figure 2 introduces the notation by showing three po
hex tori, ~a!–~c!, peeled and flattened out onto the graph
sheet. As previously,Ch denotes thechiral vectorconnecting
the opposite edges of the strip for assembly into a piece
nanotube. The vectorT shows how opposite circular edge
of this nanotube are to be glued to make the torus. Th
cases are shown in order of increasing complexity. In F
2~a! the vectorT is perpendicular toCh as in the case of a
normal, i.e., untwisted, nanotube. In Fig. 2~b! we have taken
the same piece of nanotube but performed a uniform tw
over 2p before pasting the open ends together. As a resu
this caseT makes an angle different fromp/2 with Ch .
Figure 2~c! is the most general case in thatT addresses a
fully arbitrary point (p,q) in the lattice.

The vectorCh defines the chiral angle of a nanotube14 as
the angle it makes with the axisx in Fig. 1~a!. In exactly the
same fashion the vectorT defines the twisting angle for a
uniformly twisted nanotube as the angle it makes with
normal toCh , shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 2~b!. It is
appropriate, therefore, to call the vectorT in polyhex tori the
twist vector. The angle of twist,a, in Fig. 2~c! is related to
the vectorsCh5(n,m) andT5(p,q) as follows:

a52arcsinH 1

2

m~p12q!1n~q12p!

@~n21nm1m2!~p21pq1q2!#1/2J .

~11!

Of course, the roles of twist and chiral vectors can be
changed for any given parallelogram by swapping the or
of assembly of the torus, buta is invariant to this.

Thep-orbital electronic structure of polyhex carbon to
can be found following the same line of argument applied
nanotubes in the previous section. Rotation of the finite pi
of nanotube~before bending into a torus! by 2p around the
axis of the tubule corresponds to translation of the strip
the graphite plane by the vectorCh . The rotation of the torus
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FIG. 2. Strips corresponding to normal~a! and uniformly twisted~b! tori
made of a~3,2! nanotube containing one translational unit. The angle of
twist corresponds to a rotation of 2p per translational unit.~c! A general
case of a torus built from a~3,2! nanotube with an arbitrary angle of th
twist ~corresponding to an arbitrary vectorT!.
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around its main axis by 2p corresponds to translation by th
vectorT. The graphite plane can therefore be tessellated w
periodic repetitions of this strip. Those band orbitals of t
graphite sheet that are periodic with respect to translation
Ch andT will be eigenstates of the strip and, at the topolo
cal level of the tight-binding approximation, of the corr
sponding torus as well. Periodicity with respect to the ch
vector will impose the same quantization condition forkC as
in the case of nanotubes, Eq.~10!, and hence the same zon
folding picture ~Fig. 3! as for the nanotube parent of th
torus @Fig. 1~b!# i.e., a set of parallel lines intersecting th
dashed line~which indicates the direction of the chiral ve
tor! at 90°. The periodicity with respect to the twisting ve
tor is
th
e
by
-

l

T•k5T kT52p l t , ~12!

wherel t is an integer, thetorus line index. The direction ofT
is shown by a dotted line in Fig. 3; by definition this lin
makes a twisting anglea with the normal to the dashed lin
that specifiesCh . Condition ~12! defines a set of paralle
straight lines, perpendicular to the dashed line and inters
ing it in points spaced by 2p/(p21pq1q2)1/2. The value
k50 always satisfies this condition, and hence one line w
pass through the center of the Brillouin zone. Taken toget
the two quantization conditions~10! and ~12! give the
k-points corresponding top-orbital eigenstates of the poly
hex torus as all points of intersection of the two sets of lin
occuring within the first Brillouin zone of the graphite shee
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The approach described above is a generalization of
zone-folding technique previously applied to nanotubes
the case of tori it corresponds to a double folding of t
Brillouin zone of the graphite sheet and allows all releva
k-points to be found by a simple geometrical construct
~Fig. 3!. An immediate result is the conclusion that the twi
ing inherent in linking the nanotube ends introduces no m
jor complications. Its manifestation is only in the nono
thogonality of the grid ink space. The two sets of lines use
in this construction are numbered by corresponding integ
on the right hand sides of Eqs.~10! and ~12!, i.e., l n for the
nanotube lines~perpendicular to the dashed line! and l t for
the torus lines~perpendicular to the dotted line!. Therefore
the relevantk-points can be numbered as (l n ,l t) provided the
intersection point of the lines is found within the first Bri
louin zone of the graphite sheet. The vectorsCh andT define
the positive direction on dashed and dotted lines, resp
tively.

The coordinates of a point in Fig. 1~b! are expressed
through (a1,a2) components of the chiral (n,m) and twist
(p,q) vectors as follows:

kx5
2p

)a

l t~m2n!1 l n~p2q!

mp2nq
,

~13!

ky5
2p

a

l t~n1m!2 l n~p1q!

mp2nq
.

The number ofk-points relevant for the torus is equal to th
number of unit cells~hexagons! of the graphite sheet con
fined by the corresponding strip. It is easily seen that e
k-point corresponds to one cell of the doubly folded Br
louin zone in Fig. 3. The area of such a cell~in reciprocal
space!, Scell , is related to the are of the strip,Sstrip5(p(n
1)m/2)1q(m1)n/2))a2, by the equation Scell

54p2/Sstrip. Moreover, by construction each cell is ge
metrically similar to the strip. Thus one can propose sim
rules to construct the double zone-folding picture of Fig.

~i! take the reciprocals of the edge lengths of the strip
Fig. 2, multiply by 2p, and rotate the obtained para
lelogram byp/2;

~ii ! tessellate the first Brillouin zone of the graphite sh
with the new cell.

FIG. 3. Wavevectors characterizing thep-orbital eigenstates of two tori
specified in Fig. 2@~a! and~b!, respectively#, corresponding to nodes of th
network obtained from two sets of parallel lines~see the text!.
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The double zone-folding picture remains the same if
change the order of the two operations used to construct
torus from the strip. Indeed, consideringT as chiral andCh
as twist vector gives the same electronic structure as bef
One can generalize the shape of the strip for which the e
tronic structure is invariant at the topological level of a
proximation: we may take boundary lines of arbitrary sha
the only condition being that opposite boundaries must
perimpose under translation byCh andT respectively.

A point group symmetry may be defined for a polyhed
graph as the topological symmetry,24 i.e., the largest possible
group realized for an idealized 3D embedding of the gra
on the relevant surface. With the extra degree of freedom
rotation of a torus, it is conceivable that more than one s
group of the automorphism group of the graph may be la
est in this sense. There is an additional ambiguity for po
hex tori in the T, Ch construction stemming from the
freedom of choice of the strip. If in doubt, the Negami co
gives a sure way of finding a highly symmetric presentat
of the graph. Given the best choice of strip, the shape of
cell defines a point group. Rotational symmetry around
main axis of the torus can exist only if the twist vectorT
contains a whole number~more than one! of translational
units. The number of shortest such units into whichT can be
divided determines the order of the rotation axis. As all ve
tors parallel toT are characterized by the same ratio of c
ordinates, the relation between the vectorT5(p,q) and the
rotation symmetry of the torus is simple: the order of t
rotation axis is equal to the largest common divisor of t
numbersp andq. Note that this rotational symmetry is un
affected by any distortions of the hexagons made neces
by the bending and twisting of the nanotube.

IV. SYMMETRY POINTS OF THE TOROIDAL BAND
STRUCTURE

For the cases where an explicit formula was known10

the application of Eq.~7! with the allowedk set Eq.~13!,
gives exactly the same result. However, the geometrical
ture of the present construction gives a transparent inter
tation of several features of the spectra of polyhex tori t
can be observed in the earlier partial results. The spectra
bipartite, as all cycles in the graph are even but are a
multiple in that every eigenvaluel apart from13,11,21,
23 has an even multiplicity. The eigenvalue zero appear
the spectrum only for a special class of polyhex tori~see
below! and then with multiplicity four.

The even multiplicities foruluÞ3 are explained by not-
ing that the origin of the Brillouin zone corresponds to
center of inversion which connects (l n ,l t) and (2 l n ,2 l t) k
points, having the same eigenvalue but complex conjug
eigenstates according to Eq.~9!. The last property is rooted
in the time-reversal symmetry15 of the band states from
which the eigenstates of the torus are constructed. The p
l563 is at the center of inversion~the G-point of the Bril-
louin zone, Fig. 4! and has real eigenvectors. As noted e
lier, this point will always be included. The other exceptio
to the rule of even multiplicity is provided by points havin
eigenvaluesl561. In an infinite graphene sheet their locu
corresponds to the boundary of a hexagon~dashed lines in
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Fig. 4! inscribed on the Brillouin zone boundary. Its vertic
are theM-points of the graphene band structure at midpoi
of the edges of the Brillouin zone boundary~Fig. 4!. As
k-points lying exactly on the boundary of the first Brillou
zone, they will be equivalent and correspond to just a sin
band state if they differ by a lattice vector of the reciproc
space.15,16 Thus only three of the six pointsM correspond to
distinctk states~M1 , M2 , andM3 in Fig. 4!. Using Eq.~13!
one can express the (l n ,l t) coordinates ofM-points through
the coordinates of the chiral and twist vectors specifying
torus as follows:M1-point: l t52q/2, l n52m/2, M2-point:
l t5p/2, l n5n/2; M3-point: l t5(p1q)/2, l n5(n1m)/2.
Evidently, a givenM-point can be an intersection point in th
double zone-folding picture if and only ifl t and l n are inte-
ger. This requirement is fulfilled forM1 if q andm are both
even, forM2 if p and n are both even, and forM3 if the
sumsp1q andn1m are even. The conclusion is that non
of the M-points is intersected when the set$n,m,p,q% con-
tains three odd and one even number. In all other cases
odd number~either one or three! of M-points can be inter-
sected.

The multiplicity of the eigenvalues61 in a torus is de-
fined by the number of intersection points lying on t
dashed lines in Fig. 4. Apart from the points on the bound
~i.e., M-points!, the number of these intersections is alwa
even by virtue of the inversion symmetry ink-space. It can
also be proved that if the number of allowedM points is zero
there will be no other intersections with the dashed lines
Fig. 4. Indeed, consider as an example the segmentM1–M2

parametrized as follows:

kx5
p

)a
h, 21,h,1,

~14!

ky5
p

a
.

Substituting the coordinates~14! in Eq. ~13!, express the
( l n ,l t) coordinates through the coordinates of the chiral a
twist vectors and the parameterh. Solving each of these
equations forh one obtains

FIG. 4. Symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone of the graphene sh
G(0,0); K1(0,4p/3a); K2(2p/)a,2p/3a); M 1(2p/)a,p/a);
M2(p/)a,p/a); M 3(2p/)a,0). Dashed lines cover all points with e
genvalues61.
s
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e
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h5
4l t1q2p

p1q
,

~15!

h5
4l n1m2n

n1m
.

A necessary condition for some intersection point to lie
the segmentM1–M2 is provided by simultaneous satisfa
tion of the two equations in~15! for integer numbersl t and
l n . This yields

2l t~n1m!22l n~p1q!5pm2qn. ~16!

When the set$n,m,p,q% contains three odd numbers and o
even the right-hand side of Eq.~16! will be even while the
left hand side will be odd. This means that Eq.~16! is never
satisfied in this case and, consequently, none of the inter
tion points can lie on the given segment. But precisely
same is also true for theM-points: none of them coincide
with an intersection point in the double zone-folding pictu

A similar proof can be provided for other segments
the dashed line in Fig. 4. Hence taking theM-points into
account, one concludes that eigenvalues61 in a torus are
found only with anodd multiplicity ~see also Ref. 10!.

Further symmetry points, theK-points in Fig. 4, influ-
ence the metallicity of tori, as discussed in the next sect

V. METALLIC POLYHEX TORI

Tight-binding theory makes clear predictions about m
tallic vs insulating behavior for infinite nanotubes. In th
crudestp-only Hückel theory, the metallic tubes are thos
with indices obeying the Kekule´ rule,25 2n1m50 mod 3,
and all others have band gaps. In the terminology develo
for fullerenes, these metallic tubes are exactly theleapfrogs26

of smaller structures and their zero gap follows from grap
theoretical considerations.27 More sophisticated treatment
that includes/p interaction predict the opening up of
small gap for the zigzag (m50) members of the leapfrog
series, but do not change the prediction of metallic nature
the armchairn5m tubes~which are all leapfrogs!. When a
nanotube is metallic, it has four exactly nonbondingk band
orbitals, and again this has a simple interpretation in term
the leapfrog operation.27 In tight-binding Hückel theory, the
metallic nanotubes are exactly the leapfrogs. A similar r
applies to polyhex tori:27,28 all leapfrog polyhex tori have
four nonbonding orbitals and, as the graphs are both e
and bipartite, this implies an open shell or ‘‘metallic
p-configuration. The double zone-folding construction she
further light on this point, as we now demonstrate.

The intersection points on the lines that define allow
k-states of a polyhex torus depend strongly onT as Fig. 3
shows, i.e., they are affected by the length and twist of
nanotube from which the torus was constructed. At
Hückel level of treatment, SWCN are metallic when the lin
in the zone-folding picture in Fig. 1~b! include theK-points
of the Brillouin zone ~Fig. 4!. These are the only point
where the two bands of the graphite sheet coincide,
where the energy gap between the occupied and the em
band states disappears. As the points are at corners o
hexagonal Brillouin zone, and hence connected by lat
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vectors, only two of them correspond to nonequivale
k-points, shown in Fig. 4 byK1 andK2 . From the symmetry
of the zone-folding picture, it is easily seen that the inters
tion of oneK-point by any line automatically implies inter
section ofK1 or K2 by some other line. In the case of
nanotube, choice ofK1 leads to the following condition for
the coordinates of the chiral vector:

~n2m!/35 l n . ~17!

In the case of a torus this condition is one of two necess
for ‘‘metallicity.’’ The second condition is the intersection o
theK-point by the torus lines. Again it is enough to check f
the K1-point which yields

~p2q!/35 l t . ~18!

Thus bothT and Ch obey symmetrical Kekule´ conditions.
Simultaneous divisibility of (n2m) and (p2q) by 3 is
equivalent to requiring that the polyhex be a C
polyhedron29 and hence a leapfrog of a smaller torus, i.
that can be derived by omnicapping and dualizing a sma
torus of polyhedral type. Thus the zone-folding argum
shows that leapfrog character is thenecessaryandsufficient
condition for nonbonding orbitals. Interestingly, fo
fullerenes, leapfrog character is a sufficient condition for
nonzeroHOMO–LUMO gap, i.e., for a molecular ‘‘insula
tor.’’ These opposite consequences of the leapfrog trans
mation derive from the differences in the cycle structure
the parent graphs.27

In the case of a torus, metallicity implies degeneracy a
partial occupation of the HOMO orbitals in the neutral mo
ecule. This possibility is expected to give rise to unconv
tional magnetic properties, such as permanent anapole
ments of the toroidal molecules.11

VI. AN EXAMPLE

In Fig. 5 we present a simple example that should help
clarify the general method. A torus of 60 atoms has be
placed on a simple rectangular patch of the honeycomb
tice with origin at atom 1.Ch runs through atoms 1, 3, 5, 7
9 and corresponds to the direction ofa1 ; it spans five hexa-
gons, i.e.,Ch5(5,0). It makes an angle of 30° with th
x-direction. The nanotube line indexl n can take all integer
values such thatkC is within the first Brillouin zone:

2
4p

3a
,

2p l n

Ch
<

4p

3a
. ~19!

With Ch55a the allowed values ofl n thus range from23
to 13. As a result seven nanotube lines are perpendicula
the direction ofkC . Similarly the twist vectorT runs through
atoms 1, 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, and has hexagonal coordin
T5(3,26). It is perpendicular to the chiral vector. The tor
line index l t is defined by

2
2p

)a
,

2p l t

T
<

2p

)a
, ~20!
t
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t
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which is the allowed range forkT . With T53)a, l t must
lie in the interval23, l t<13. Hence there are six toru
lines perpendicular to the direction ofkT . The line for l t

513 coincides with the zone boundary.
The resulting diagram contains 30 grid points fro

which eigenvalues and eigenvectors follow by Eqs.~8! and
~9!. The spectrum shows reflection symmetry and the po
tive roots are listed in Table I. Note thatl n50, l t53 coin-
cides withM-points of the hexagonal cell. The correspondi
eigenvalue is unity and occurs only once. The eigenva
13 is at the zone origin and also appears once. All ot
eigenvalues are at least twofold degenerate.

FIG. 5. Example of a 60-atom torus with (n,m,p,q)5(5,0,3,26): ~a! po-
sitions of the atoms in the honeycomb plane,~b! allowed lattice points in the
Brillouin zone, and~c! eigenvalue spectrum in units ofb.
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VII. GENERALIZATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Trivalent polyhex graphs on compact surfaces are p
sible for two cases: the torus and the Klein bottle. While
problem of self-intersection in 3D renders Klein polyhex
unlikely candidates for stable structures, they have been
sidered in the chemical literature.30–32 The spectra of Klein
polyhexes are easily disposed of, as every such polyhe
derivable by collapsing in pairs the antipodal points of
centrosymmetric polyhex torus that has twice as ma
vertices.30 A similar method can be used for obtainin
fullerene-like graphs on the projective plane by collaps
centrosymmetric conventional fullerenes. Theg eigenvalues
of the polyhex torus yield the spectrum of the adjacen
matrix A of the Klein polyhex, theu eigenvalues the spec
trum of its Hückel HamiltonianH.30 The two sets differ be-
cause of the unavoidable phase interruption in thep-system
entailed by the nonorientable nature of the Klein-bottle s
face, which distinguishes it from the sphere and torus.
nonbipartite Klein polyhexes, exactly one of the upper a
lower band surfaces contributes at any onek point to the
spectrum ofA and the other toH, whereas for a bipartite
Klein polyhex thek-point generates eigenvalues belonging
one and the same spectrum, either ofA or H.30 The present
zone-folding technique therefore also gives the solution
the Klein polyhex spectral problem.

In this article we have extended the zone-folding pro
dure for the band structure of nanotubes to carbon tori. P
hex tori are defined by two cyclic boundary conditions on
graphite sheet, giving rise to a two-dimensional grid of
lowed k-points in the first Brillouin zone. Equivalently,
torus can be defined by joining the ends of a cut nanotu
When the tube must be twisted or offset to make the join,
grid lattice is distorted from rectangular to rhombohedr
The procedure gives a clear pictorial interpretation of
systematics of thep-energy levels of polyhex tori, including

TABLE I. Positive roots of the eigenvalue spectrum for the torus shown
Fig. 5.

Eigenvalue Degeneracy

3.0000 1
2.6458 2
2.6180 2
2.2882 4
1.7320 2
1.6180 2
1.4142 8
1.0000 1
0.8740 4
0.6180 2
0.3820 2
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the occurrence of open-shell or metallic tori. It is likely th
these diagrammatic representations of eigenvalues
eigenvectors in a hexagonal Brillouin zone will prove use
in further studies of isomorphism, symmetry, and enume
tion problems for this and related classes of carbon str
tures.
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